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Overview:

• March-May 2017 ranked as the 11th warmest spring in Ohio since 1895 (According to
NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information*).
• After near average conditions during March, Ohio experienced its warmest April on
record for the 123-year period, followed by near normal conditions once again in May.
• Weather Highlights:
• March got off to a busy start with a large severe weather event across the south
including six tornadoes and straight-line winds.
• By mid March, low temperatures in the teens threatened plants that had emerged due
to early season warmth.
• Additional severe weather events during April and May brought the statewide tornado
count to 19; all of them occurring in the southern and western portions of the state.

Temperature Summary:
•
•

•
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Temperatures averaged 1-4°F above normal for MarchMay 2017 (Fig. 1).
Daytime highs during April averaged up to 8°F above
normal, with the greatest departures generally along
the I-71 corridor (Fig. 2).
Overnight lows in May were 1-4°F above average
across the east (Fig. 3).
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Precipitation Summary:
•

•

*Note:

Precipitation was above average across the entire state, with
the greatest departures from average occurring across the
west and northeast (Fig. 4).
A large gradient of precipitation fell during May (Fig. 5).
Areas centered near Athens picked up 3-4” of rain for the
month. In the west, many counties experienced 6-9” of rain,
with localized amounts over 10”!
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Regional summary provided by NOAA at: https://www.drought.gov/drought/documents/quarterly-climate-impacts-and-outlook-midwest-region-june-2017

Hot Topic Corner: Spring Weather Challenges Planting Season

• After a record breaking February which pushed the phenological state ahead of schedule, temperatures plummeted
into the teens throughout much of Ohio during the middle of March. Despite the freeze, only minor damage
occurred to some wheat, alfalfa, and ornamentals with no notable damage to fruit trees.
• By the end of April, nearly 40% of corn had been planted (NASS crop progress report), but continual heavy rains in
the southwest part of the state during the last week of April and first week of May drowned out many fields
requiring farmers to replant corn.
• Sam Custer, Extension Educator in Darke County reported nearly 10” of rain from April 28 – May 31 for
CoCoRaHS (cocorahs.org). According to Sam, farmers were rushing to replant corn (some for the second time)
during the first week of June before the crop insurance replant cutoff date.
• Wet conditions in April and May helped keep pastures in good shape with good to excellent winter wheat conditions.
• Late May and early June also presented very hot and dry conditions, which allowed for the first cutting of hay across
the state. This caused a lot of soil crusting however, putting stress on newly emerged crops including soybeans that
were breaking necks as they emerged.

Summer Outlook:

• The Climate Prediction Center
(CPC) depicts a greater than 40%
probability of above normal
temperatures across Ohio for
July-September (JAS; Fig. 6).
• With the lack of a strong climate
signal (e.g., El Niño), temperature
projections are based on model
guidance and decadal trends.
• CPC depicts equal chances of
above, below, or near normal
precipitation for JAS (Fig. 7).
• This is a typical summertime
projection for Ohio without
strong climate signals as weather
steering currents are weaker than
in winter.
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State Climate Office of Ohio (SCOO) Update:

Figure 8: Department of Geography and Earth Science
Undergraduate assistant Stephen Maldonado gives a thumbs up
after installing a soil moisture probe at OARDC NW.

• This spring, SCOO installed soil moisture probes at 5 cm
and 10 cm depths at 4 OARDC Ag Weather sites including
Waterman Farm, NW, NC, and Wooster (Fig. 8). We will
work with OARDC to make this data available soon.
Thanks to Lee Wilson and David Lohnes at OARDC.
• We will be debuting our historical precipitation forecast
database at this year’s Farm Science Review (fsr.osu.edu/).
Look for us in the Firebaugh Building!
• You can find more information on SCOO at
climate.osu.edu with links to recent weather and weekly
Hydro-Climate webinars (bpcrc.osu.edu).

